Informational set at a current instant is a totality of all phase states consistent with description of the dynamics, constraints on measurement errors, and history of the observation -control process.
Terms equivalent to the term "informational set" are "feasible set", "membership set", "likelihood set", "uncertainty set".
The approach is often called the "set membership estimation", "unknown but bounded error description (UBB approach)".
We use an approach based on set membership estimation. The main term used is the informational set. A feasible set, membership set, and likelihood set are equivalent terms.
These are Russian and Western scientists, which have significant contribution in the theory and effective methods of construction of informational sets. Having observations at the given instants, construction of the next informational set is implemented by building the forecast set and intersection of this set with uncertainty set of a measurement got at the instant t * . The uncertainty set of each measurement is constructed using a priori known geometric constraint on the error of measuring. Everywhere below we assume that only geometric coordinates of an aircraft are measured.
Transformation of informational sets

Informational sets in a three-dimensional problem
The first model problem.
Nonlinear control system of the third order
Here, x and y are geometric coordinates of an aircraft in the horizontal plane, φ is the angle of direction of the velocity vector. The value of velocity is constant. We know the constraint on control u in advance. The attainability set of this system is not convex.
• R. Isaacs -A car model, game statements.
• L.E. Dubins -A time optimal problem (on the position and velocity direction), the theorem on a number and character of switches of the optimal control.
• T. Pecsvaradi -The feedback optimal control in a time optimal problem (on the position and velocity direction).
• E.J. Cockayne, G.Hall; Yu.I. Berdyshev -Description of the attainability set in projection into the plane of geometric coordinates.
• J.-P. Laumond (Ed.). Robot Motion Planning and Control. 1998 -Collection of review articles on control by cars.
Many authors considered problems with such a dynamics. Here, we recall only several of them and note the problems that were researched.
Who has investigated systems with such a dynamics:
Variants of control leading to the boundary:
1) 1, 0, 1; 2) -1, 0, 1; 3) 1, 0, -1; 4) -1, 0, -1;
Each forecast set is the attainability set. Here is a threedimensional attainability set for an instant not far from the initial one. Parts of the boundary with similar type of a piecewiseconstant control that brings a motion onto the boundary are marked in their own colors. Each point on the boundary is reached under the control with not more than two switches. For the case shown, the initial set is a point in the three-dimensional space.
Structure of boundary of the attainability set
Here, we see how the attainability set is developing in time. Attainability set (values of φ are identified on modulus 2π)
Here, the attainability sets are represented in the cylindrical coordinates.
Attainability set in "cylindrical" coordinates
Cross-sections after convexification n ϕ Approximating set is constructed without any information about the exact set Thus, we see that the attainability sets have complicated structure. In practical constructions of the forecast sets, we apply their approximations from above. Using a grid with a small step in φ, we construct the sets by means of a special algorithm. These sets estimate the true sets from above. Under this, each φ -section is convex in the plane x, y.
Exact forecast set and its approximation from above
The forecast sets with convex φ-section is very suitable because the procedure of intersection of such a set with convex cylindrical uncertainty set of measurements is very simple. Recall once more that only geometric coordinates are measured.
Uncertainty sets are convex and cylindrical in φ.
( )
Exact attainability set
Estimate from above This picture shows the approximation from above for the exact attainability set. We prove that each φ-section of the approximation set coincides with the convex envelope of corresponding φ-section of the true set.
Approximation from above for the attainability set Here, the blue color marks the tree-dimensional forecast set. The green color marks the cylindrical uncertainty set of the measurement. The result of intersection is the current informational set (in red).
Taking into account a measurement uncertainty set 20
The motion of the informational sets is shown in projections into the plane x, y. The measures come at the instants t = 0, 20, and 32 sec. At t = 0 we have the initial set in the form of one layer on φ. Below, the structure of the informational set is drawn before and after the measurement. 
Motion of the informational set
We add the fourth equation to dynamics. The controls u and w are constrained geometrically. 
Dynamics of motion
Informational set under varying velocity 25
This picture shows a motion of the informational sets in projections into the plane x, y. The uncertainty sets of the measurements are small squares. They are also shown in projections into the plane x, y. Below, the whole projection of the informational set is marked in light grey; a projection of one layer in V is in middle grey; a polygon corresponding to one node of the φ, V grid is given in dark grey.
Motion and structure of an informational set
Now we consider the third problem, in which an aircraft moves in the horizontal plane under an autopilot. The autopilot's control is known, but there is a disturbance in the dynamics.
Informational sets
in a problem of observation of an aircraft moving under an autopilot
These investigations can be useful for detecting possible collisions of aircrafts.
Forecast of aircraft motion along a trace and detecting conflict situation
28
The dynamics is three-dimensional. Feedback autopilot control is fixed. There is a disturbance with geometric constraint. 
Description of dynamics
We introduce the φ-grid again and represent the forecast and informational sets as a collections of convex polygons. Each of them corresponds to certain node of the φ-grid.
Representation of forecast sets
G(t i ) -estimate from above of the true attainability set (the forecast set)
Here, the three-dimensional forecast sets are presented for four instants.
Simulation of the forecast sets The upper picture illustrates a motion of the forecast sets. The picture below shows the structure of one zoomed set.
Motion of the forecast sets Level of the disturbance is W=0.05M-0.70M t = 300 sec t = 600 sec
The following fact has been detected. If a level W of the disturbance does not exceed 45% of the level M of the autopilot control, then the size of the forecast set stabilizes in coordinates y and φ. It is illustrated by the curves. One curve corresponds to the instant t = 300 sec and the other curve corresponds to t = 600 sec. If W > 0.45 M, then the size of forecast sets grows quickly in time.
Influence of disturbance level on the size of the forecast set
In this picture, the trajectories in the plane y, φ are presented. The disturbance feedback control takes the marginal value −W in the region below the y-axis, and +W above it. We think that this disturbance law is near to the worst one. When W ≤ 0.45M, there are two limit cycles: internal one is stable and another one is unstable. The first limit cycle restricts the size of forecast set in coordinate φ, V.
Stable and unstable limit cycles
If the level of the disturbance increases, then for W ≈ 0.45M the two limit cycles coincide. Under further increasing the disturbance level, there is no any limit cycle and we see an unlimited growth of size of the attainability set in coordinates y, φ. 
Variant without measurements
Here, two variants of informational set motions are presented. The first one takes into account the measurements.
The measurements come at t = 12, 42, and 108 sec. The second picture corresponds to a case without measurements. Here, we see the forecast sets only. For both cases, the informational sets are given in projections into the plane x, y. 
Motion of the informational sets
